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Anne-MARIE BEZZINA  
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
UNIVERSITY OF MALTA  

 

EVALUER La production ecrite EN ADOPTANT 
UNE APPROCHE FORMATIVE 

 

CORRECTING WRITTEN PRODUCTION 

 
!!! NOT ALL ERRORS ARE OF A LINGUISTIC NATURE !!! 
 
ACCORDING TO THE CEFR, SOCIO-CULTURAL AND PRAGMATIC 

ERRORS ALSO NEED TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 

 

Hence, THE LANGUAGE COMPETENCE WHICH THE TEACHER NEEDS 

TO ASSESS INCLUDES: 

 

1. A Pragmatic component: this concerns THE 

COMMUNICATIVE AIMS.     

The pragmatic component contains two constitutive elements: a 

functional part which concerns the accomplishment of a speech act, 

like introducing yourself, asking your way, relating an event, asking 

for information, apologizing, thanking… The title/instruction of the 

activity must therefore include an ACTION VERB, and not a 

mentalist / thinking verb (eg. to reflect). The Action Verb indicates 

the act which must be accomplished by the learner in the task which 

is assigned to him/her. The Action Verb is followed by a 

complement, as in:     

 

Relate  Your daily activities  

 

Write A post card  

 

Book A taxi ride 

 

Describe Your holiday 
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The second part is discursive: the learner must structure discourse produced 

according to the format required by the particular communication: monologue, 

dialogue, letter style, chat… 

 

2. A linguistic component: this concerns lexical, grammatical, 

phonological and semantic elements, therefore, what needs to be acquired 

as regards words, expressions, verb conjugation, mood and tense, 

morphology…  

 

3. A sociolinguistic / sociocultural component: this concerns 

politeness rules, adaptation to the particular communicative situation, 

variation in register, and indicators of social relations.  

 
ACTIVITY: See the learner’s writing of a postcard to his friend about his/her 

holidays, and the instruction for this task.   

Mark this copy out of 20. Use objective criteria which are suitable for an A1 level. 

Study the instruction well.  

 
CONSIGNE: Vous êtes parti à Marseille avec votre famille pour les vacances. 

Ecrivez une carte postale à votre ami/e Dominique pour lui décrire le temps qu’il 

fait et lui dire comment vous passez le temps.  

 
le 10 juillet 2018 

Marseille 

Salut Dominique ! 

Comment tu va ? Moi, je suis bien. 
 

Je suis en vacance dans ton pays, dans la sud, 

à Marseille. Il fait chaude. Il fait 32 degrées. 

Il fait soleil. 
 

Je vas à la plage tous les jours. Je nage. Je 

fais du bateua. Je lis beucoup. Je joue à volley 

sur le sable.  
 

Dans les soirs nous mangons aux restaurants. 

Nous prendons du poisson. C’est delicieux ! 
 

 Bisous 

A bientôt 

                                               Paul    

 
 

Dominique Chêne 

 

12, rue Georges Bernanos 

 

03200 VICHY 

https://www.google.com.mt/imgres?imgurl=http://www.veillersurmesparents.com/var/laposte/storage/images/toutsurletimbre/connaissance-du-timbre/dicotimbre/timbres/la-marianne-des-francais-3969/1223218-1-fre-FR/la-marianne-des-francais-3969.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.veillersurmesparents.com/toutsurletimbre/connaissance-du-timbre/dicotimbre/timbres/la-marianne-des-francais-3969&docid=Vaktixt9IXdDKM&tbnid=8wqbuhbb1NmrsM:&vet=10ahUKEwiUy8-xwvPbAhXF-qQKHbXjBjEQMwiKAShIMEg..i&w=361&h=460&hl=en&bih=477&biw=1051&q=timbre postal euro r%C3%A9publique fran%C3%A7aise&ved=0ahUKEwiUy8-xwvPbAhXF-qQKHbXjBjEQMwiKAShIMEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Example of procedure : 

 

Rating scale : 

 

Vocabulaire /4 > 3 

Grammaire  /4 > 2 

Pragmatique /5 > 4 

Message       /3 > 3 

Socio-culturel /4 > 3 

 

Thus (a) for the pragmatic and sociolinguistic components together the 

exercise can be marked /12 

(b) For the linguistic component it can be marked /8  

 

The action-oriented approach recommended by the CEFR favours (a) 

This is because language errors do not block understanding and 

communication. The vocabulary used is quite suitable. 

- Write a postcard 

- Describe the weather in a simple manner 

- Speak about his/her activities 

 

The learner managed to accomplish all these actions and speech acts.  

 

 How must the learner’s text be physically corrected?  

 

To hand over the text to the learner, in order to follow a formative 

approach, the teacher should ideally underline but not correct. The 

teacher doesn’t hand everything to the learner on a plate. S/he simply 

indicates the presence of certain types of error, ideally using colour-

codes, eg. using green for the positive achievements, pink for lexical 

errors, orange for grammar and brown for socio-cultural and/or 

pragmatic difficulties.   Otherwise a code of abbreviations can be used, 

given to the students at the start of the year in a laminated book-mark 

(see below). The learners then correct their mistakes and an incentive 

is given for this, eg. ‘the mark will be upgraded by two/three points’ if 

they correct well. It makes all the difference between giving someone 

fish to eat and teaching him to fish! 
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MARKING CODE 

˄ Word(s) missing 

: Omit word 

C Capitalization 

Gd Good 

O Organisation 

P Punctuation 

PE Poorly expressed 

R Register/Formality 

SS Sentence Structure 

S Spelling 

T Tip (not wrong but 

just a suggestion) 

WF Wrong form 

WO Word order 

WT Wrong tense 

WW Wrong word 
 

Source: https://www.flo-joe.co.uk/cae/students/writing/makeover/makeover32.htm 
Cambridge English. Flo-Joe | The place on the web for Cambridge Exam preparation  

 

 

A brief feedback paragraph is provided below the student’s work. It should start 

with positive comments about what was good in the learner’s work. Then areas 

for improvement are indicated. 

 

Learners can also be encouraged to think about what they have achieved or what 

they still need to work on through a Self-Evaluation Grid. The grid contains 

the criteria that the teacher will use for his/her marking of the written 

production. Giving them the Grid before they work out the writing is a fair 

way to ensure learners will know what criteria they will be assessed on.  

 

Example of a Self-Evaluation Grid: 

 

Please turn over. 
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SELF-EVALUATION GRID 

OBJECTIVES Before the task After the task 

I can…  Not at 

all 

Almost  Problem-

free 

Not at 

all 

almost Problem-free 

Write a postcard to a 

friend  

      

Respect the 

organisation of the 

page 

      

Indicate information 

concerning the 

sender, the addressee, 

the address and the 

signature 

      

Use opening and 

closing formulae 

      

Organise the text in 

several paragraphs 

      

Use an informal 

register 

      

 

Describe holidays  

      

Use the present tense        

Use expressions of 

time 

      

List activities       

Use correct formulae 

to express taking part 

in activities 

      

Describe the weather       

Use the present tense       

Use correct formulae 

in commonly used 

expressions to 

describe the weather  

      

 During the learning sequence, you will be assessed according to the same criteria. What difficulties 

have you encountered ? What steps are you taking to find solutions ?* 

 

!! Formative evaluation thus allows for the possibility to amend one’s difficulties, before and 

after the task. 

* The question ‘What steps are you taking to find solutions ?’ implies that the teacher certainly 

helps in amending difficulties, but that the learner must also bring his/her input into the 

formula, for s/he is the main person responsible for his/her learning.  
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CHECKING KNOWLEDGE (SUMMATIVE EVALUATION) VS. 

ASSESSING COMPETENCE ACCORDING TO DEFINED CRITERIA 

(FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT) 

 
 

KNOWLEDGE CHECKING CRITERION-BASED 

COMPETENCE 

EVALUATION 

Checking that the 

learner’s performance 

conforms with: 

Looking for information 

to know whether 

objectives have been 

reached or not, according 

to: 

↓ ↓ 

The norm of the target 

language 

Criteria set by the teacher 

Checking leads to Evaluation leads to 

↓ ↓ 

A mark 

which serves to categorize 

learners. It is a 

sanctioning (summative) 

evaluation exercise. 

Comments and 

information on what has 

been acquired or not. It is 

(in)formative evaluation. 

↓ ↓ 

It leads to certification 

(social value) 

It leads to an 

acknowledgement of 

learners’ competences 

(formative value) 

 
Based on Christine Tagliante, L’évaluation et le cadre européen, 2005 
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ATELIER 1 : EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

WRITING TASKS 
 

 Keeping in mind that the CEFR recommends the development 

and evaluation of three types of language competences : 

  

1. Pragmatic competences > needing savoir-faire 

2. Language competences > needing savoirs = knowledge 

3. Sociolinguistic competences > needing savoir-être 

 
 Evaluate the following two instructions by contrasting them. 

 Which instruction can lead more easily to constructing an evaluation grid 

with specific criteria, where all three competences are evaluated? Which 

sections can the grid have?      
 

 
 

1. Vous êtes au magasin de chaussures et vous n’êtes pas d’accord avec votre 

mère sur quelles chaussures il faut choisir. Ecrivez un dialogue. Attention! 

Vous devez utiliser des verbes réguliers et irréguliers, des adjectifs 

(couleurs et autres) pour décrire les chaussures, des expressions de 

désaccord.  

 

2. Vous êtes au magasin de chaussures avec votre mère. Elle veut vous 

acheter des chaussures élégantes. Vous préférez des baskets. Ecrivez un 

dialogue pour affirmer les raisons données par votre mère et vous-même, 

et dire quelle solution vous trouvez avec l’aide de la vendeuse.     
 

    

https://www.google.com.mt/imgres?imgurl=http://savemybrain.net/v2/wp-content/uploads/2008/09/talonbebe.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.123cidef.fr/CIDEF/chaussures-a-talon-haut-pour-petite-fille-6927/&docid=-pP8n219LcpHuM&tbnid=R122wD9hGX3WgM:&vet=10ahUKEwiZwZz1mPTbAhXCTcAKHa8SBIQQMwhkKCQwJA..i&w=400&h=313&hl=en&bih=477&biw=1051&q=magasin de chaussures pour ados clipart&ved=0ahUKEwiZwZz1mPTbAhXCTcAKHa8SBIQQMwhkKCQwJA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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ATELIER 2 :  MARKING WRITTEN PRODUCTION, 

WRITING FEEDBACK 
 

 Use a method (colours / abbreviations code) to physically correct 

the postcard written by Paul for his friend Dominique. 

 

  
le 10 juillet 2018 

Marseille 

Salut Dominique ! 

Comment tu va ? Moi, je suis bien. 
 

Je suis en vacance dans ton pays, dans la sud, 

à Marseille. Il fait chaude. Il fait 32 degrées. 

Il fait soleil. 
 

Je vas à la plage tous les jours. Je nage. Je 

fais du bateua. Je lis beucoup. Je joue à volley 

sur le sable.  
 

Dans les soirs nous mangons aux restaurants. 

Nous prendons du poisson. C’est delicieux ! 
 

 Bisous 

A bientôt 

                                               Paul    

 
 

Dominique Chêne 

 

12, rue Georges Bernanos 

 

03200 VICHY 

 

 

 Write a brief paragraph to give in/formative feedback to Paul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com.mt/imgres?imgurl=http://www.veillersurmesparents.com/var/laposte/storage/images/toutsurletimbre/connaissance-du-timbre/dicotimbre/timbres/la-marianne-des-francais-3969/1223218-1-fre-FR/la-marianne-des-francais-3969.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.veillersurmesparents.com/toutsurletimbre/connaissance-du-timbre/dicotimbre/timbres/la-marianne-des-francais-3969&docid=Vaktixt9IXdDKM&tbnid=8wqbuhbb1NmrsM:&vet=10ahUKEwiUy8-xwvPbAhXF-qQKHbXjBjEQMwiKAShIMEg..i&w=361&h=460&hl=en&bih=477&biw=1051&q=timbre postal euro r%C3%A9publique fran%C3%A7aise&ved=0ahUKEwiUy8-xwvPbAhXF-qQKHbXjBjEQMwiKAShIMEg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Result of Atelier 1:      

 

1. The first instruction favours knowledge. It is not clear – it lacks an 

action verb and therefore doesn’t guide the student towards what is 

expected of him/her. It evaluates knowledge. It demands a narrative 

text with correct grammar. It is in line with the traditional method 

which leads towards reading literature.  

The warning Be careful ! creates tension in the learner, and with the 

verb ‘must’ there is a prescriptive tone.  

The communicative situation is not fully given. 

There are many constraints related to the linguistic level. It contains a 

list of grammatical points: adjectives, types of verbs, of which it 

demands perfect mastery. 

 

2. The second instruction is more geared towards communication, 

because it is situated in a dialogue situation where the content is more 

guided. All three competences (linguistic, socio-cultural, pragmatic) 

are evaluated thanks to this instruction. 

The contextualisation of the text is evident, as all aspects of the 

communicative situation are present: we know how the dialogue takes 

place, who is speaking, what they need to say…  

In this second instruction, the constraint is on the argumentative level 

(reasons and justifications, compromise, attitudes).  

The speech acts the learner needs to accomplish are evident: 

 

State > the reasons for each one’s preferences 

Say > how you arrive at a compromise  

 

So an evaluation grid can be built on these criteria, to which one can 

add linguistic and socio-cultural criteria (formality with the shop 

attendant, informality between mum and daughter/son, e.g. using 

tu/vous; je voudrais, thanking, greeting, saying goodbye).  


